Clashing Ideas
On the Injunction

UC Berkeley's most recent controversy concerning the court injunction restraining student use of University property has exposed three factions: 1) the Alameda County Board of Supervisors, which proposed the order; 2) the Berkeley A.P., which in this week trying to appeal the order; and 3) the Administration, which is at this time united with the students, Joseph Bort, Alameda County Supervisor and representative for Berkeley, discussed his stand on the injunction and his opinions of UC student activities. "The Chairman of the Board of Supervisors brought in a resolution directed to the administration of the University which forbade the use of campus facilities to provoke picketing or closing of effective service draft boards or injunction centers," Bort explained.

"The resolution was formulated expressly to avoid trouble which would affect Oakland by students during the anti-draft week," Bort said. If the Administration failed to comply with the resolution, the County Council was authorized to issue a temporary restraining order, effective for ten days.

"We passed the resolution unanimously (5 to 0)," Bort said. Bort, "I agree that such an action by a County Board against the University is most unusual, but in terms of the cost to the community we felt it was necessary."

Bort described the Berkeley situation as a problem not because of what students do but because of the frequency and magnitude with which they do it.

"We would think nothing of occasional demonstrations and (Continued on p. 2, col. 4)
Injunction Discussion...

(Continued from p. 1) such symbolic activities as burning draft cards in protest of the war, but when Berkeley repeatedly costs the county more than $50,000 in police overtime to restrict student activities, and the community is subjected to students interfering with traffic, then some action is felt to be necessary," he expressed.

"I do think that Chancellor Heyes can be held accountable because he felt that the proposed demonstration would die on the vine rather than gain the support it did," Hart said.

A2. President Dick Behrs and First V.P. Ken Stahl are trying this week to appeal the court order.

The main argument against the order is that the resolution passed so that we students are the right to use University facilities to advocate what they were interested in. They were not to be restricted in the freedom of speech.

"The teach-in would have made the atmosphere much calmer around here," stated Behrs. "Ours, its abolishment led to an increased protest against the draft and against the court injunction."

"The faculty members who had invited to speak are disenchanted and would have provided a balanced viewpoint. The object was to instruct, not to inflame," said the president. "By deleting the faculty the teach-in, we denied them their right of free speech."

The administrative view as expressed by Vice-Chancellor Earl F. Cheit points up the matter.

"I was disappointed with the injunction," commented Cheit. "The principle of free expression by the court in the affairs of the University is a threat to the presence of autonomy, and the University should resist such an injunction."

"Very few of the students of the University are engaged in illegal activity," Cheit said, "although there are a great number involved in the actual movement."

He then quoted the arrest figures of Monday which were only three of the 123 arrests pertained to University students.

Cheit admitted that there exist a "lot of little groups" between the students and the administrators, although he felt that the administration was "faced with the requirement of enforcing the injunction."

"I must and will get compliance," Cheit added. He said the University planned to continue to refuse to refrain from further illegal operations of the students and most schedules for last night. "This usually works," he stated.

"Picketing for the first time continued," "But attempts to close the Justice Center were counter-productive."

A Final decision on whether the temporary restraining order will become a preliminary injunction will be made at a full hearing Oct. 25.
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On November 8 or 9. We have also learned that Mr. Dominguez has actually commenced trials and much of the other animal population of Idaho will have gone up in flames this summer, however. We are now reported to have lived with the original Idaho Potatoe, whose real name we cannot divulge for security reasons. EL GAUCHO will be returning from Sandpoint, said Head has actually commenced. We have also heard that Mr. Dominguez will make a trip to report Mr. Holllinghead all of Idaho might have gone up in flames this summer.
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FILLER

EL GAUCHO has just received a 

---

SPEED READING COURSE

$50

Try Our Speed Reading and Study Method Course To Relieve Grade Point Sensitivities You Will Learn How We Can Help You To Read Faster with Improved Comprehension and Greater Recall. Come in and Sign-up.

---

IF YOU LIKE RELAXED ATMOSPHERE AND BEAUTIFUL DESIGN, COME TO........

BRYANT-ORLITE JEWELERS LOCATED IN THE EL PLAZA, 822 STATE ST. 862-8418

---

CAMPUS KIOSK

CLUBS

Alpha Lambda Delta will meet tonight at 6:30 in UCen 2292.

Computer Club meets tonight at 7 in N.J., 1127.

Bridge Club meets at 7 tonight in the UCen card room, 968-1081.

Ski Club meets tonight at 8 in Chem 1179.

Honey Beers will meet at 7 tonight in UCn 2284. Elections are this week and every one is urged to attend.

Motorcycle Club will meet at 7:30 tomorrow night in S.J., 1135.

Photography Club will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the old S.J., 1135.

Junior Class Council will meet tomorrow at 7:30 in N.J., 1008.

Concerts Committee will meet tonight at 6:30 in N.J., 2120. All present members and those interested are urged to attend.

Parks Commission is asking all those who signed up to please show up beginning tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in UCn 2292.

Baptist annual Student Retreat will be held this Saturday from noon until night at San Marcos camp. There will be sports as well as speakers. For further information call 968-7042.

TRY OUTS

Anyone who can walk is urged to attend the open try-outs for the master's thesis production reading from the play, afternoons and nights of October 18 and 19 in the Little Theater.

PLAY

American Conservatory Theater will present "Long Day's Journey Into Night" by Eugene O'Neill play, tonight at 8 in Campbell Hall, Admission in $2.50.

GUIDES

Any student wishing to participate as a University Day Guide on October 28 should apply to the Office of Student Affairs. For further information call 968-4397.

SYMPOSIUM

Student-faculty symposium applications are available in the A2 Office until Friday, when they are due.

PACKETS

Students who have not yet filled their reg packets for the fall quarter are urged to do so immediately. Registration is not complete until the official white class cards have been filled with the Office of the Registrar. Students who file after October 28 are subject to loss of status as a student.

RIDE TO PENTAGON TO DEMONSTRATE

(Continued from p. 1)
formed education? way patrolmen on the other deputies on one side and high-

yards away, taunting rein-

The nearest demonstrators back at least a block from the center. A dozen police piled out of the lead bus.

'want you people to clear the street now,' a policeman believed.

Demonstrators scurried out of the way as a double line of police marched abreast of the buses. Lines of sheriffs' deputies on one side and highway patrolmen on the other formed a protective "H" with a double line of buses on the inside.

Without a halt, the procession moved to the cleared block in front of the induction center. The buses stopped. Lines of Sheriff's deputies on one side and highway patrolmen on the other formed a protective "H" with a double line of buses on the inside. Without a halt, the procession moved to the cleared block in front of the induction center. The buses stopped. One by one their doors opened and draftees were directed into the center. The nearest demonstrators shouted in frustration from 50 yards away, taunting reim-

forced ranks of officers mas-

Just as swiftly, the buses were backed up, turned on 14th street, a block from the center, and rolled away.

Most of the demonstrators immediately left the area. Eighty to 100 returned two hours later and sang protest songs to guitar accompaniment. A few burned what they said were draft cards. Police told them they could picket as long as they didn't block the entrance to the building.

Abandoned peace signs and paper cups littered the streets. Several newsmen and photographers reported being shoved around by officers even though they wore identifying badges supplied by the police department.

Reagan . . .

(Continued from p. 1)

"The work of the Oakland Police Department, the Alameda County Sheriff's Department and the California Highway Patrol in meeting and stopping the disruption of a community cannot and will not be tolerated,"

In San Francisco, U. S. District Attorney Cecil Poole praised the Oakland police, saying: "They've done a tough job with a minimum of excess force in coping with antiwar disorders.

Despite Poole's praise, officials of KBON, San Francisco television station, charged that Oakland police went out of their way to fire tear gas into the faces of announcer Jerry Jensen and photographer Terry Morri-

SYMBOL DEPLETION

We've almost lost a good word, and we hate to see it go.

The movie industry may feel the same way about words such as colossal, gigantic, sensational and history-making. They're good words—good sym-

bols. But they've been overused, and we tend to pay them little heed. Their
effectiveness as symbols is being depleted.

One of our own problems is with the word "opportunity." It's suffering sym-

bol depletion, too. It's passed over with scant notice in an advertisement.

It's been used too much and too loosely.

This bothers us because we still like to talk about opportunity. A position at Collins holds great potential. Potential for involvement in designing and producing some of the most important communication systems in the world and had their impressive advancement in responsibility and income. Unsurpassed potential for pride-in-product.

That's opportunity.

And we wish we could use the word more often.

Collins representatives will visit your campus this year. Contact your College Placement Office for details.
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EDITORIAL

Fanning the Flames

A university campus should be for students. The farmer, intellectual and other that by continuous academic inquiry, must have a place to occur. In the current uproar over the draft and the Vietnam war, some people do not seem to realize this.

Specifically, the Alameda County Board of Supervisors, in seeking a court injunction to stop a teach-in concerning the war and the draft on the Berkeley campus, has grossly violated the rights of students. These students have the blessing of the administration behind them to use their own campus for what Chancellor Heyns termed "an educational purpose."

By giving his approval to the demonstration, Heyns was acting with a clear understanding of what a university should be. It is our opinion that the Board of Supervisors, by trying to prevent demonstrations, is unwittingly contributing to the problem. This reminds one of the 1964 Free Speech Movement which exploded out of proportion because the off-campus law enforcement officers were brought in.

By driving the students off campus, the Board is contributing to the Berkeley-FSM image, an image which the public might believe in, but which we feel is not a true reflection of the university student.

Chancellor Heyns, in his appearance before the courts, made his case for the students clear. By defending his authority of the Pauley ballroom teach-in, he has demonstrated his faith in the responsibility of the Berkeley student body. The Supervisors should have given him a chance to prove that his faith was not misplaced.

This Time Look

Something must be wrong when more than 5,000 people directly defy a Superior Court injunction barring use of the Berkeley campus for an anti-war teach-in. And, in this case, violation of a court order is only part of the problem.

The growing unpopularity, disgust, and disdain for an immoral Vietnam war is erupting like a volcano all over the country. Police, courts, even governors can't control the flow of anti-war-as long as the same cork can be put to use in a bulging bottle of American deaths in Vietnam.

And here, in Berkeley, is a militant (because it breaks the law) synthesis of two movements: the 1964 Free Speech Movement and the 1967 End the War Movement. But the differences and meanings of the two drives are clear.

FSM was indicative of a University minority desiring the ever-present right of free speech and assembly for the first time at that campus, a sign of national emotion.

While we recognize the moral issue at hand, and its importance as an indicator of current national feelings, the march's illegality and "threat" cannot be entirely disregarded.

It is one thing to individually turn in draft cards. We agree with the obligation of a conscientious objector to take advantage of his rights.

Yet, it is quite another thing to block the right of other people's free movement to and from the induction center in question. Surely, such strong believers in individual rights should respect the rights of others, also.

At the same time, the obsessive stereotyping of such demonstrations by President Johnson, Governor Reagan and other turns the head publicists must stop. Berkeley is not an isolated protest but a sign of the entire nation's dis-satisfaction and disgust with Vietnam. It must not go unnoticed.

LETTERS

Marchers Not All "Hippie"

To the Editor:

From reading several letters here (especially from Joseph Natrazo and Marj Kallman) it seems to be a lot of confusion about "hippies." I especially in regard to their position on the ROTC program. It bothers me that many people tend to lump other people into categories. Who are the "hippies" anyway? I don't really know. Yet, some people try to classify anyway. They say hippies have long hair, or hippies are pigs or hippies are immoral. And now some of them are saying that *hippies* are not worth listening to, so many people tune them out. In fact, labeling people as *hippies* is a form of name-calling when used in this sense.

PRO-LIFE PEOPLE

So why must those who protest ROTC be called *hippies*? Why can't they be considered simply a group of people, a group of human beings, who are pro-life in the fullest sense of the word?

I was there one morning to protest ROTC, but I certainly don't consider myself a *hippie.* As a unit we protested the *academic* status of ROTC, but as for myself I had a further personal reason, I am against anything that is anti-life, as war certainly is, and ROTC is an extension of that. There is something grotesque about 18 and 19 year-old boys being *taught* to play war-games.

Most of us, since our childhood, have been militarily-oriented. War is glorified in the movies. Children are given toy guns and missiles, the military is supposed to make a *man* out of a boy. But perhaps a *man* can also have long hair and believe in life enough to stand up and say, "Yes, I'm changing my attitude; I must say "no" to war."" - PAMELA GRAYSON

 Junor, Sociology

Athletic Allocation

Knocked

To the Editor:

It has recently been revealed (cf. EL GAUCHO, October 10) to students, but differently to the destiny of the $49 fee quarterly paid, that $4 of this sum slips into the hands of the directors of the Athletic Department.

I am no longer indifferent.

ATHLETICS "ACADEMIC"?

Dr. Goodspeed's rationalizations for the steadily increasing amount of dollars allocated to the department are certainly valid if one accepts the basic assumption that athletic activity is a necessary and proper subject for an institution dedicated to the pursuit of "academic" matters. Although, as a believer in the sound mind-sound body principle, I cannot agree with those who advocate the abolishment of the entire P.E. Department, I would like to know the rationale behind the well-supported continuance of extracurricular activities (i.e. football games, basketball games, etc.) at the University. Why can't the big businessmen who encourage the building of our super fantastic multipurpose stadium finance these activities?

I resent the fact that my money, which could be better used to build a new Health Center or improve the College of Creative Studies or the Education Department, is being spent on something that does not rightly belong in the University.

NANCY CUTHELL

Senior, Anthropology

Protest U.C. Insurance

To the Editor:

I am compelled to protest the deceitful and transluscent sales method employed by the University in its peddling of the "Student Health Insurance." Originally hawked under the guise of providing partial medical compensations, it was not until the final date of possible purchase that the above mentioned "insurance" was also announced to have the miraculous power to immerse one in a *Peace and Tranquility* (and such a beautiful picture) for an entire year. And at only half the price of Maharishi's transcendental meditation society.

Due to this belated revelation, may I suggest that the deadline for subscription to this plan be extended indefinitely, and that brochures and application forms be mailed, in quantity, to W. George PACE III

JUNIOR, PHILOSOPHY
Panel Discusses

Search for Truth

"The Search for Truth," third in a series of six discussions entitled "On Being a Student: A Provocative Introduction to University Life," will be held today at 4 in the U C en Program Lounge. At 7 tonight the panelists, consisting of faculty, administrators, and religious leaders, will break up into two groups -- one at Francisco Torres and the other at Campbell Hall Wednesday, Oct. 18 at 6 P.M.

Tickets for the play are available at box office at the Lobero Theatre, Robert W. Goldsby will direct the performance which features David Dukes as Edmund Tyrone; Kitty Winn as Cathleen

The Peace Committee claims that it is not concerned with the abolishment of ROTC, but merely the cessation of academic (Continued on p. 7, col. 1)

A Defense of ROTC

"Once a proper authority defines academic discipline, if Military Science does not already meet the requirements, and I believe it does, I feel certain that the Army would adjust to comply with that definition," said Colonel George Dewey, Professor of Military Science.

In contrast with the spirit of the Colonel's statement, there has emerged a two factioned "withdraw academic credit" movement. One of the elements is essentially the UCSB Peace Committee, which can be characterized by dishonesty, hypocrisy and ignorance. On the other hand there are well meaning individuals who are both uninformed and mistaken about the nature of instruction in the Military Science Department.

Typical of the posture of the Peace Committee element is the following explanation by a member: he explained that there is no contradiction between the Peace Committee's printed statement that "our concern here is not to eliminate the ROTC," and the buttons that the Committee sells which say "End ROTC at UCSB". "He explained that it was not feasible to put "End academic credit for ROTC at UCSB" on a button. He further assumed that most people who saw them would be interested enough to investigate and study their position. Then they would understand that the committee doesn't really mean what it says (on the button, that is).

The Peace Committee claims that it is not concerned with the abolishment of ROTC, but merely the cessation of academic (Continued on p. 7, col. 1)

'A BEAUTIFUL FILM'-The New Yorker

A.S. Social Committee presents Crew-Team Benefit DANCE—CONCERT featuring the

DOORS

The Lyrics

and Alexander's

Timeless Blooz Band

& a complete

"Psychedelic Light Show"

8 pm

SAT. OCT. 28

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UCEN BOX OFFICE

MAIN FLOOR

STUDENTS WITH ID $2.50

PUBLIC $3.00

SHOWN AT 7:30

"THE GREAT ESCAPE" SHOWN AT 9:15

THE MAGIC LANTERN THEATRE

ISLA VISTA, PHONE 966-1811

A Defense of ROTC

"Once a proper authority defines academic discipline, if Military Science does not already meet the requirements, and I believe it does, I feel certain that the Army would adjust to comply with that definition," said Colonel George Dewey, Professor of Military Science.

In contrast with the spirit of the Colonel's statement, there has emerged a two factioned "withdraw academic credit" movement. One of the elements is essentially the UCSB Peace Committee, which can be characterized by dishonesty, hypocrisy and ignorance. On the other hand there are well meaning individuals who are both uninformed and mistaken about the nature of instruction in the Military Science Department.

Typical of the posture of the Peace Committee element is the following explanation by a member: he explained that there is no contradiction between the Peace Committee's printed statement that "our concern here is not to eliminate the ROTC," and the buttons that the Committee sells which say "End ROTC at UCSB." "He explained that it was not feasible to put "End academic credit for ROTC at UCSB" on a button. He further assumed that most people who saw them would be interested enough to investigate and study their position. Then they would understand that the committee doesn't really mean what it says (on the button, that is).
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Harriers Favored Over Westmont
But Adams Cautious About Outcome

By GERALD NEECE
EG Staff Writers

"If we run well, we'll beat them; if we don't, we won't," it was with such a combination of cautious optimism and pessimism that Coach Sam Adams described his team's chances for this afternoon's annual UCSB-Westmont College cross country meet. The contest, which the Gauchos have won for the past several years, will be run on the 4 mile lagoon course at 4 p.m.

Adams' harriers, who came on the wrong end of a quadrangular meet last Saturday with USC, Cal, and UCLA will be attempting to even their season dual meet record at 3-3. After defeating Long Beach State and San Fernando Valley State three weeks ago the Gauchos have finished fifth in the Santa Barbara AAU run and fourth in Saturday's Westwood run.

"We still won't be 100 percent physically until the Fresno State meet (October 28)," stated Adams. "Rick Schankel is just recovering from his virus." Jeff Rawlings, however, will be in top condition to defend his first place finish in last year's meet which the Gauchos won 16-45.

First in a Series of Poetry Readings
RICHARD BRAUTI6AN
reading from Trout Fishing in America
First half of reading-Thursday, October 19
Second half of reading-Friday, October 20
8:30 p.m. each night
COME EARLY
FREE
905 Embarcadero del Norte

TOP PLAYERS------Lambda Chi Alpha honored linebacker Steve Onstot (far left) and fullback Loren Shumer (far right) as UCSB's Lineman and Back of the Week, respectively, following their outstanding performances against Cal State Long Beach last Saturday. Fraternity representatives who made the presentation Monday night are (second from left) Steve Keenan and Ken Yegan. Onstot was credited with eleven unassisted tackles and three assists, while Shumer was cited for his outstanding blocking in the Gauchos backfield. Both are junior college transfers; Onstot from Ventura, Shumer from Pasadena and each earned J. C. All-American honors (honorable mention).

MEETINGS
Freshmen baseball candidates and all wrestling candidates should attend separate meetings with respective coaches tonight.
Wrestling coach Bill Hammer has announced that all interested candidates report to the Old Gym at 5 p.m., for an important meeting, while freshmen baseball coach Steve Cushman has urged potential signees to attend his meetings at 4 p.m. in Roberts Gym, Room 1125.

VOLLEYBALL
Volleyball season for all UCSB women is underway. The season's opener for the intercollegiate team is against UC-LA on October 20 at 6:30 p.m. in Robertson Gym. The team, coached by Miss Nancy Norman and Mr. Dennis Berg were chosen from more than 40 who tried out.

Intramural-level volleyball competition begins this week for eight leagues. Playoffs will begin in November.

Look what we got ourselves into.

This is Vista Volkswagen, 6464 Hollister Ave., Goleta. This all-new sales and service facility covers over 120,000 square feet. It's all customer-designed to offer the residents of Goleta and the surrounding area the ultimate in comfort and service. The comfort is for the people and the service is for their "Bugs."

HEY!

VISTA
VOLKSWAGEN
Open for Sales & Service
6464 HOLLISTER AVE., PH. 968-9696

NEW!! MULTI-COLORED
PSYCHEDELIC T-SHIRTS

ALSO MANY OTHER ITEMS
• Colored T-Shirts • Sandals • Bikinis
• Posters • Custom printed shirts

SHIRT SHOPPE
6511 Tripy Rd. Isla Vista 968-1700
(Continued from p. 5)

credit, for academic reasons. It becomes quickly evident, at such gatherings as their meeting last Wednesday night, that this is an UNTRUTH.

One member said that any effort to further a military effort with which he morally disagrees has no place on this campus, and that the committee should not compromise that position. This sentiment was echoed throughout the evening.

At the same time the Peace Committee claims allegiance to the concept of academic freedom and free flow of ideas. It is the absence of this in ROTC, they claim, that negates its claim as an academic discipline.

The concept of free thought, and the effort to abolish disagreeable moral positions, seems to have a basic incompatibility in the healthy mind. The principle espoused by the Peace Committee—purification of ideas prior to their entrance into the temple of free thought—would seem to abolish itself.

MEETING

How can such incompatible ideas exist in their minds? Is it hypocrisy, sheer stupidity, or that their minds are so corroded with chemicals that they can not fully think?

At the Wednesday night meeting it was proposed that the committee strive to end academic credit for ROTC, oppose the construction of a new military science building on campus, and support a campaign to return draft cards.

When this is considered together with the fact that they know almost nothing about the military science curriculum or policies, at least one conclusion emerges. These people are opposed to the Vietnam war and the United States Army, and they will do anything they feel is feasible to undermine the effort and the Army itself.

On the other hand there are many well-meaning individuals who are both uninformed and mistaken about the nature of instruction in Military Science. For them the following objections are answered.

• "THERE IS NO ACADEMIC FREEDOM OR FREEDOM OF SPEECH IN ROTC."

Last year a controversy arose in the press over a briefing given to ROTC cadets at other institutions. When the controversy extended to UCSB, Col. Dewey gave the briefing (which he had previously decided not to give) to the juniors and seniors.

After the briefing the Colonel conducted a free and open discussion regarding the content and nature of the controversial briefing. Not only were there cadets who disagreed with the Colonel, but the Colonel expressed views which did not coincide with the briefing.

• "THE PURPOSE OF ROTC IS TO PRODUCE OFFICERS, NOT SEEK TRUTH."

That is correct. The military science department teaches skills, not philosophy. The same is true of the Engineering, Math, and Education departments. Medical schools attempt to produce doctors, law schools, lawyers.

• "THE MILITARY SCIENCE DEPT. IS NOT CONTROLLED BY THE UNIVERSITY."

That is not true. Colonel Dewey is responsible to the Chancellor for the actions of his department. The University approves or rejects officers nominated by the Army as instructors.

COURSE MATERIAL

• "THE COURSE MATERIAL IS DRAWN UP BY ARMY AND CANNOT BE FREELY DEVIATED FROM."

The army has certain minimal requirements, just as does the A.M.A. and the American Bar Association for accreditation of courses, but the large majority of classroom presentation is prepared here at UCSB.

There is a "Problems in Leadership" course, taught to juniors, which was developed by the George Washington University Human Resources Research Office. This certainly should be immune from Army brainwashing charges (even though George Washington was an Army General).

• "CADETS GET PAID."

Cadets are paid for the considerable extra time they put into already non-accredited, academic and non-academic training. Cadets also incur some expenses in the course of their training for which this pay compensates.

MICKEY MOUSE

• "THE COURSES ARE MICKEY MOUSE AND NOT ACADEMIC IN NATURE."

Cadets get no academic credit for bayonet training and no credit for drill and ceremonies. Other courses such as map-reading, leadership, military justice, tactics, and administration and logistics, are presented in an academic manner, and they require as much effort and thought as any other course in skills taught in the University.

In contrast to the "objective" observations on ROTC by Jeff Herman, who "flunked out" of the program, legitimate questions and answers such as the above, are part of a useful dialogue that should go on at a University. The people who ask and seek answers are to be saluted (in the civilian sense of the word, of course).

By Barry Russ
Battle . . .

(Continued from p. 1)

duction Center operations for three and a half hours.

Downtown Oakland traffic was allowed to flow through the center at the Bay Bridge doors, despite the protest which continued for three and a half hours.

The demonstration ended at approximately 5:30 p.m., and students began to either walk or drive their own buses back to the UC campus in a non violent rally.

NOON RALLY

Nearly 300 Berkeley students, faculty, and administration showed up at noon to hear leaders speak on the events of the morning and plans for the rest of the week's demonstrations.

A noon rally was issued Monday forbidding the use of University grounds, facilities or buildings at any time by groups or organizations including the Associated Students of the University of California for purposes of on-campus violations of the Universal Military Training Act and on-campus advocacy of off-campus violations of said Act.

The court restraining order was preceded against by SDS (Students for a Democratic Society) leader Mike Smith, who said the order was supposed to permit to Monday night's teach-in and not to yesterday's rally which was an off-campus activity.

LEG COUNCIL STAND

If there was a possibility that Leg Council would take a formal stand on the Berkeley strike, Stamos answered that he personally would not support the strike, and that if the subject is brought up at Leg Council, most members will probably vote in favor of Berkeley students.

Belbin felt that Leg Council would support gross violation of the law, but that "there would be support for men and women of the situation, for protest or the war," as long as they were "within the legal limit of free speech."

Both Stamos and Smith agreed that while there have been no plans yet for an A.J. sponsored teach-in here, such an event would be supported by most students.

Stamos added that A.J. has already planned a meeting in the near future on the draft, which "will give all sides,"

O'Neill Play

Wednesday

(Continued from p. 5)

An internal conflict between low and high prices, at the University, is the main issue in the weeks of the demonstrations.

Personality uplifted by high prices and inflation? Get your own at the World's Fair! Buy a share of stock in the U.C. Student Fund, and test the Cheg SELF PRODUCTION theory. Present stock certificate at the World's Fair Bookstore, 10% off on your favorite items.

LEG COUNCIL STAND

If there was a possibility that Leg Council would take a formal stand on the Berkeley strike, Stamos answered that he personally would not support the strike, and that if the subject is brought up at Leg Council, most members will probably vote in favor of Berkeley students.

Belbin felt that Leg Council would support gross violation of the law, but that "there would be support for men and women of the situation, for protest or the war," as long as they were "within the legal limit of free speech."

Both Stamos and Smith agreed that while there have been no plans yet for an A.J. sponsored teach-in here, such an event would be supported by most students.

Stamos added that A.J. has already planned a meeting in the near future on the draft, which "will give all sides,"

Student View

Paul Belkin, A.J. Vice-President *admirer of those students who feel the time is ripe to put their whole future career at stake in the battle for peace.

A.J. President Greg Stamos commented, "we see that SDS is handling the situation well—despite the court injunction which in itself can't be held on any part of the campus. He also allowed the students to assemble on the Espanol Hall steps,"

POETIC JUSTICE

In response to the A.J. Student Senate's defeat of a motion to post bail for students arrested, Belkin remarked, "it was thought of poetic justice by the Berkeley students."

"Dick Berkeby's A.J. President was the only one who stood up and said that he wouldn't be posted for the students, and that he wouldn't be president, they would have posted bail, but now they have a conservative leader." Stamos said that the same thing happened here, Leg Council would certainly pass a motion to post bail, "so long as the student body was willing."